BorgWarner.
Driving your business.
Now and in the future.
Aftermarket overview

We are paving the way for a
clean and energy-efficient world.
BorgWarner is a leading global provider of sustainable mobility solutions for the
vehicle market. Our products help improve vehicle performance, drive efficiency
and air quality.
We produce and sell these products worldwide, mainly to manufacturers (OEMs)
of passenger cars and light trucks, but also to commercial vehicle makers and
producers of construction and agricultural machinery. Further, we manufacture
and sell our products to certain Tier 1 vehicle system suppliers. Yet another key
market for our products is the aftermarket for passenger cars and light commercial and off-road vehicles. We are an original equipment manufacturer for almost
all the world‘s major carmakers and operate production facilities supplying customers in Europe, America and Asia.
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Growth through
know-how and acquisitions.
We have been developing and manufacturing innovative products for the automotive market for more than 130 years. During this time, we have steadily
expanded our portfolio organically and through various strategic acquisitions
and joint ventures. These investments were key steps towards integrating technologies that now make our offerings to the automotive industry unique – and
open up great opportunities for our aftermarket partners in tomorrow’s business world.
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Available through the direct
sales of the brands:

We deliver competitive
solutions for the aftermarket.
Based on our original equipment expertise, we offer a continuously growing range for the aftermarket
with components and system solutions in first-class OE quality, including diesel cold-start technologies
and ignition coils from BERU as well as exhaust gas and thermal management products from Wahler.

Our products are always state-of-the-art. They have
proven themselves over many years in the aftermarket and underline the technological expertise of our
entire portfolio. The BorgWarner brands are wellknown by workshops and in demand from retailers.
They are an integral part of our offerings and currently co-branded under the BorgWarner umbrella.
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Driving your
business
Now and in the future.

BorgWarner is a development partner to almost all the world‘s vehicle manufacturers. We are, therefore, also able to provide valuable insights into global market
developments. We offer a broad range of spare parts for modern-day drives.
Moreover, we already know today what the aftermarket will need tomorrow. With
BorgWarner, you therefore not only benefit from current market developments
but also from the support we provide to future-proof your business.
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Reliable
BorgWarner offers a broad product portfolio in outstanding OE quality, based on our experience as a leading
technology partner to the automotive industry.
We support our aftermarket partners with professional service and individual consultants for the entire product range,
as well as with a harmonised pricing structure for fair competition in the EMEA region.

Sustainable
BorgWarner takes responsibility for society and the
environment.
A safe work environment, including cooperation, and the
vision of a clean future are firmly anchored in the corporate
culture. We use environmentally-friendly processes in the
manufacturing of our aftermarket products. With REMAN,
BorgWarner offers a portfolio of remanufactured components of the highest quality.

Ready for tomorrow
BorgWarner develops future drive technologies for
automotive manufacturers around the world and also
provides innovative products as spare parts.
Our aftermarket partners benefit from a steadily growing,
high-quality portfolio and a wide range of solutions to professionally meet their customers’ future requirements.
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Perfect solutions
für Reparaturen nach Maß.
A look at the vehicle market in Europe shows: The number of vehicles has been
growing for years and will continue to grow in the future. Additionally, the vehicles
are getting older and older. For instance, the average age of all vehicles in Europe
is 11.8 years – and rising. This also means that the market for independent workshops is growing, as 67 percent of these vehicles are serviced and repaired in independent workshops. With our excellent product portfolio, we deliver best-in-class
support to this attractive market.

But the number of electric vehicles on the roads is also increasing considerably.
The maintenance of electric vehicles will thus soon also become a business with
great growth potential for independent workshops.

11.8 years

355 million

zregistered vehicles in
Europe in 2021

average age

47,8 million
67%

2 million

2021

Vehicles older than 10 years:
67% maintenance in
independent workshops,
not contract workshops
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Forecast
2030

Electric vehicles*
in Europe
* Electric vehicles (battery electric vehicles
and plug-in hybrids)

The aftermarket portfolio of
BorgWarner: A wide range of
solutions for an attractive market.
Our strong growth in the OE business segment also opens up new opportunities
in the aftermarket. We are developing and producing more and more high-quality
products for vehicles with combustion engines as well as hybrid and electric drives.
Accordingly, our product range for the aftermarket is also rapidly expanding.
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BorgWarner charging technologies
Proven a million times worldwide.
As the world’s leading supplier of turbochargers, BorgWarner’s innovative turbocharger
systems are installed in all types of vehicles by manufacturers around the globe. Thanks to
an extensive range of turbochargers and spare parts kits, we offer tailored solutions to meet
all customer requirements in the aftermarket.

Turbochargers

OVER

60
YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE

BorgWarner turbocharger systems are optimised to
achieve the best possible combination of enhanced
performance, reduced emissions and fuel economy.
Our portfolio includes standard turbochargers, turbochargers with variable turbine geometry (VTG) for diesel and petrol engines as well as regulated, multi-stage
turbocharger systems for passenger cars, light, medium and heavy commercial vehicles as well as off-road
applications.
‑ 90 years of experience in the development and
production of turbochargers
‑ Our VTG turbochargers ensure precise adjustment to
the relevant engine operative points and enable nearly
instant acceleration and optimum power output
‑ The turbochargers with boost pressure control offered
by BorgWarner for petrol applications are capable of
handling the high thermal stress occurring in petrol
engines and are available with single and twin-scroll
as well as dual volute turbine designs
‑ Our regulated two-stage turbocharging solution (R2S®)
for passenger cars combines VTG or boost pressure
controlled turbochargers in a compact design and improves boost pressure over the entire engine operating
range
SELLING POINTS
‑ BorgWarner is the preferred development partner of
leading original equipment manufacturers
‑ Over 5,000 individual products – standard turbochargers, turbochargers with variable turbine geometry for
diesel and petrol engines and regulated, multi-stage
turbocharger systems
‑ Power range from 25 to 1,200 bhp per turbocharger
‑ Different product programmes and price ranges for
various customer needs
‑ Original BorgWarner quality, proven in millions of
applications
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MORE THAN

150
MILLION

GERS
TURBOCHAR
PRODUCED
WORLDWIDE

BorgWarner kits and spare parts
With a wide range of turbocharger kits and spare
parts, we offer reliable solutions for highly costeffective turbocharger remanufacturing.
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BorgWarner ignition technology
Leading technology for leading
vehicle manufacturers
BorgWarner’s ignition technologies can be found in the vehicles of all renowned manufacturers around
the world. With more than 700 individual products, we provide the entire spectrum of OE technology
and OE quality products – covering roughly 90% of the European spare parts demand.

Glow plug
BorgWarner is one of the world’s leading manufacturers of
glow plugs. From cutting-edge pressure sensor glow plugs
(PSG), ceramic glow plugs (CGP) and instant start systems
(ISS) to a wide range of standard steel models and even
flame glow plugs.
‑ M ore than 200 types of glow plugs
‑ Covering roughly 90% of the European spare parts
demand

SELLING POINTS
‑ N o other glow plug brand is ordered and installed as
often as BERU
‑ BorgWarner is the technology leader and driving force
in diesel cold-start technology
‑ All renowned car manufacturers rely on our diesel
cold-start technology
‑ Tested for durability and reliability
YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE

‑ All glow plug technologies are developed and
produced in Germany

Glow plug control units
BorgWarner glow plug control units play a vital role in optimising the function of the glow plug in the challenging conditions
a modern diesel engine has to operate in.
‑ More than 50 types of glow plug control units
‑ System know-how – glow plug control units perfectly
matched to the glow plugs
‑ Excellent coverage of the European market
SELLING POINTS
‑ BorgWarner is one of the leading system suppliers of diesel
cold-start technology
‑ All technical solutions are developed in close cooperation
with leading OE customers
‑ All glow plug control units are developed in BorgWarner’s own
R&D centre and manufactured to the highest OE standards in
production facilities in Western Europe
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PROVEN PRODUCTS –
NEW PACKAGING:
The packaging design of
BorgWarner’s co-branded glow
plugs, glow plug control units and
ignition coils.

Ignition coils
The ignition coil provides the necessary high voltage and ignition energy for producing high voltage
sparks at the spark plug. BorgWarner offers a broad
range of ignition coils, ranging from pencil-type
ignition coils, connector ignition coils, multi spark
ignition coils to our dual coil ignition system, ignition
coil rails and block ignition coils.
‑ More than 400 types of ignition coils
‑ Coverage of 28,200 different vehicle types
in Europe

SELLING POINTS
‑ All ignition coil solutions are developed in close
cooperation with leading OE customers
‑ Testing for functionality and electromagnetic
compatibility
‑ Ultra-modern production in BorgWarner OE
quality in Europe, Asia and America
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BorgWarner
Exhaust gas management solutions
We are paving the way for a clean
and energy-efficient world
BorgWarner provides compact and highly efficient solutions for reducing fuel consumption and associated CO2 emissions, including exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) modules, valves and coolers. As a leading
supplier, we are uniquely positioned to produce all EGR components, allowing us to design and develop
fully integrated EGR systems.
To maintain compliance with the increasing stringency of exhaust emissions levels without impairing
engine performance, exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) is one of the most frequently used technologies for
reducing the environmental burden of exhaust pollutants. Since it ensures the reduction of harmful nitrous
oxides and soot particulates. As a supplier of EGR valves and flaps specifically designed to meet relevant
requirements, we make our contribution to environmentally friendly engine technology.

EGR valves
Our electrically controlled EGR valves are characterised by their high actuation force, fast
response time, flexible mounting orientations,
compact design and patented anti-contamination and anti-sticking technology. Thanks to
their high flow capability, excellent sealing and
corrosion resistance, the valves operate reliably
in the most severe environments, enabling medium
and heavy-duty commercial diesel engines and
vehicles to comply with increasingly rigorous
global emissions standards worldwide. In addition to our electric EGR valves, we also offer
pneumatic EGR valves, electric EGR flap valves,
electric throttle flaps and pneumatic bypass
flaps.

FEATURES
‑ Fully integrated EGR solution
‑ Tailored system for every application
‑ Robust, highly developed components

SELLING POINTS
‑ Optimises the combustion process
‑ Reduces fuel consumption and emissions
‑ Research and design in Germany
‑ Production in Germany and Portugal
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EGR modules
Based on our extensive know-how in manufacturing complete exhaust gas recirculation solutions,
BorgWarner offers a variety of EGR modules
combining suitable valves, coolers, tubes and
bypass valves for both high and low-pressure
EGR systems.

Thermostats and thermoswitches
These devices provide the link between thermal
management and mechanical components by
converting thermal information to actuator travel.

Thermostate und Thermoschalter
The varying applications and divergent technologies
of the internal combustion engine call for thermostats
featuring different operating characteristics and
modes of operation. For this reason, our thermostat
programme covers a remarkably broad performance
range and offers, for example, thermostat inserts as
well as integrated, electrically heated, map-controlled,
sleeve valve, electromotoric and oil temperature thermostats. Our thermoswitches accurately convey temperature information from thermal management to
associated electrical circuits. They are fast, reliable
and maintenance-free and ensure a long engine life.
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BorgWarner
thermal management solutions
The key to efficiency,
durability and safety
Airflow management plays a key role in cooling the engine in modern vehicles. BorgWarner offers
industry leading thermal management solutions for light, commercial and off-road vehicles that include
airflow and coolant flow components and modules. These innovative flow control products are designed
to improve fuel economy and consumer comfort through precise temperature management of powertrain systems. All our products are validated by leading original equipment manufacturers and meet the
stringent Euro 6 emissions standard.

Fans
Our cooling fans range from optimised axial flow fans and ring-fans for
specific installations, to new hybrid designs to cover future cooling
demands. BorgWarner’s Guide Vane design provides optimised airflow
potential through its first-class efficiency improvements and unique diffuser
design. This unique design requires lower torque than fans operating in a
traditional shroud, translating into more power to the wheels. Validated
high-quality materials and state-of-the-art manufacturing processes also
ensure the high durability and safety of all BorgWarner fans.

SELLING POINTS
‑ High performance for efficient cooling
‑ All technical solutions are developed in close cooperation with
leading OE customers
‑ Tested and validated for durability and reliability

Fan clutches
BorgWarner fan drives combine outstanding performance, durability and
reliability with first-class efficiency in all operating modes. They ensure
greater fuel economy and improve smooth running and operation. With
our air-controlled technologies Kysor On/Off, DuroSpeed™ and the bi-metal
viscous fan clutches as well as with our electronically controlled technology
Visctronic®, we offer highly specialised solutions for a wide range of applications. All our technologies are characterised by their service-friendliness
and their low maintenance requirements or complete freedom from maintenance.

SELLING POINTS
‑ Wide range of solutions for various vehicle types
‑ Smooth and efficient operation for greater fuel economy
‑ Precise fan speed control for exact cooling
‑ Fans with excellent running smoothness
‑ Proven, reliable and cost-effective technologies
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BorgWarner Spare parts for all-wheel
drive couplings
Excellent traction and efficien
BorgWarner’s electro-hydraulic and electromagnetic coupling automation controls and technologies
ensure outstanding traction and driving performance. The AWD coupling product portfolio, featuring
BorgWarners specific overhaul kit solutions, provides optimum service for your vehicle. To ensure
reliability with a long service life, the recommended OEM service intervals must be observed and the
specially developed OE service parts kits and approved system oil must be used.

FIVE GOOD REASONS FOR OUR PRODUCTS
‑ Original spare parts with no difference to OES products
‑ Same supply base as for serial products with full quality
control
‑ The latest OEM requirements are implemented immediately
‑ Guaranteed accuracy of fit

All-wheel drive
(AWD) coupling

‑ Worldwide service

All-wheel drive (AWD)
couplings

ECU kits

Pump kits

‑ Original spare part
‑ Precise torque transmission

‑ Original spare part
‑ Precise torque transmission

‑ Flawless system operation
‑ Proper reaction to road
conditions

Oil

Sensor kits

Filter kits

‑ System oil approved for these allwheel drive couplings
‑ Identical to the product used in
serial production for the service
interval

‑ Perfect system control

‑ Particle-free system for
flawless operation
‑ Relevant for the
service interval
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BorgWarner REMAN products
As good as new – and first choice for
quality and cost-conscious customers
REMAN products are remanufactured components from original parts manufacturers. Each REMAN
product is first dismantled while preserving materials to the greatest possible extent. In a complex
process, the parts are then cleaned, reprocessed and thoroughly tested. Our REMAN products therefore offer the same high quality and reliability as new OE products. REMAN products from BorgWarner
also protect the environment and natural resources. By reusing over 5 million housings, we have already
saved over 16,000 metric tons of cast iron and 4,000 metric tons of aluminium.

REMAN turbocharger
Our REMAN turbochargers combine the quality of a new original
part with the competitiveness of a remanufactured system. They are
ideal for the fast and efficient repair of vehicles that can still provide
many years of reliable service. REMAN turbochargers are produced
and tested in line with the stringent quality standards that form the
basis for BorgWarner’s excellent reputation as an OE manufacturer
for the automotive industry.
SELLING POINTS
‑ 800 different REMAN turbochargers available for 5,000 different
vehicle applications
‑ Applications for passenger cars, commercial vehicles, agricultural
and construction machinery
‑ Cost-effective, high-quality solution for vehicles in a later stage
of life
‑ Fast and reliable spare parts delivery
‑ Inspection and testing of each unit with the latest technology

REMAN EGR valves
REMAN exhaust gas recirculation valves from BorgWarner improve fuel
economy and reduce emissions of passenger cars and commercial vehicles. They offer the same high performance and reliability that the automotive industry has come to expect of our products.

SELLING POINTS
‑ The perfect choice for quality and cost-conscious customers
‑ Remanufactured replacement for most brands
‑ All products are remanufactured from OE core components
‑ All products meet the high quality standards of BorgWarner
‑ Inspection and testing of each unit with state-of-the-art technology
‑ All REMAN EGR valves are supplied with matching seals
‑ Protects the environment and natural resources
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BorgWarner dual clutch systems
from the innovation leader.
BorgWarner is the worldwide leader in automatic transmission clutch components and systems. In the
meantime, millions of vehicles from leading brands can be found throughout Europe with our pioneering clutch systems. We offer six DualTronic™ modules for some of the most common and widely used
vehicle types. These are the same products that BorgWarner also supplies to engine manufacturers as
an original equipment manufacturer.

Dual clutch systems
SELLING POINTS
‑ Original spare parts with no difference to
OES products
‑ Same supply base as for serial products with
full quality control
‑ The latest OEM requirements are implemented
immediately
‑ Guaranteed accuracy of fit
‑ Worldwide service
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Our promise for the future
of the aftermarket.
The automotive industry is currently undergoing drastic changes. The number of electrically-powered
vehicles is growing continuously. According to experts, there will be 14 million electric vehicles on
Germany‘s roads by 2030. New sophisticated technologies and innovative products are conquering the
market. These developments are also having an impact on the aftermarket. To master this change,
retailers and workshops need an experienced, innovative and technologically-competent partner with
in-depth know-how at their side, now more than ever.

We want to lead electrification and grow strongly in this sector. To achieve this goal, we have established a sound basis thanks to our in-house developments and strategic acquisitions. Today, we are a
leading specialist in drive technologies – for combustion engines as well as hybrid and electric vehicles.
And the acquisition of Delphi Technologies perfectly complements our portfolio with extensive knowhow in electronics and power electronics.
In close cooperation with automotive manufacturers, we are developing and producing drive solutions
for electric vehicles, which will soon also be available to the aftermarket. At BorgWarner, the future has
already begun.

Electric drive module
(eDM)

2015
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48V compressor
eBooster®

2016

2017

S-wind for
electric motors
and alternators

2018

P2 hybrid
modules

2019

eTurboTM

2020

2021

Drive module with
integrated inverter
(iDM)

2022

We offer new technologies
for electric vehicles.

Transmissions for
electric vehicles

Control units

Electric drive motors

Electric drive modules

Charging stations

Power electronics

Battery modules for
commercial vehicles

Thermal management

Like hybrid vehicles, electric vehicles will also experience strong growth over the next decade.
At BorgWarner, we have identified those technologies that are best suited to meet the needs and
challenges of our customers as the powertrain portfolio changes. That is why we already offer a
broad and growing product range that covers virtually all areas of electric drive.
Electric motors, technologies for power transmission, power electronics and thermal management
are just the beginning. We are consistently developing our solutions to support automotive manufacturers in their transformation. This also applies to the aftermarket: As the e-market develops,
our innovative products will also find their way into the aftermarket.

BorgWarner.
Driving your business.
Now and in the future.
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